Commissioning is a function of local management; during it comes handouer, when the local health authority takes over the building and becomes responsible for it and its future operation.
This section concentrates on major schemes in which the commissioning process is as complex as was the planning and building. Such projects are infrequent and few of the 'locals' will have any previous experience; indeed, some can go through a whole career without such an experience. However, whether inside or outside the NHS, small projects are common; in them, commissioning will be by department staff with co-option of others as required; it may appear easy as minor errors are readily corrected and timing is rarely critical. Capricode makes the point that on small schemes it is not sensible or cost-effective to go into great detail with control procedures.
As the commissioning process is likely to be new to the radiology staff as well as to most of the other senior officers, whether administrative, medical or paramedical, there is much to learn. Visits to recently completed hospitals and discussion with opposite numbers will be helpful. Locally organized seminars are particularly useful for those who are unable to spare time away from their 'proper' jobs. Tape-slide training kits are available from the DHSS; look at their current range of titles. The Scottish Hospital Centre's pamphlet An Introduction to Reading Architect's Drawings may help you to understand the plans of the buildings which are to be commissioned; on the same subject is Appendix C of Commissioning Hospital Buildings (see below).
Capricode is the official procedural framework for the management of NHS projects (see article 1, January JRSM). It has a section on commissioning which will be mandatory for an NHS project; other projects will need a similar framework and may be helpful (obtainable from HMSO). Commissioning Hospital Buildings (3rd edition, published in 1981 by King Edward's Hospital Fund for London) is recommended in Capricode as guidance for the preparation of the commissioning brief; we strongly support that recommendation. Commissioning Hospital Buildings (from now on referred to as CommHB) stands on its own, independent of Capricode, which is a procedural framework and not very readable: in CommHB, there is flesh on the framework and it is more readable as a result.
Capricode and CommHB cover the commissioning of the whole hospital, more than is needed by a radiologist or radiographer. This section is a distillation of the two flavoured with our own experience. If we have widened your interest, CommHB is recommended as further reading.
In the NHS, Districts run hospitals but Regions plan and build them; commissioning only starts when the contract is signed, and until that time there is no guarantee that the project will go ahead. Local management will have been involved throughout the earlier stages to set the objectives, to determine the operational policies, to complete the data sheets and to watch the future running costs. Outside the NHS, commissioning starts when the site has been fixed and the functional content agreed, an advantage of having one level of responsibility; planning, commissioning and operating merge into a continuous process with early appointment of those, such as the medical director, who will form the operational management team.
The commissioning process is divided into:
(1) Contractor's commissioning: This is the checking by the contractor of the engineering and environmental services of the building to make sure everything works; for the client side, it is supervised by the Project Manager. Contractor's commissioning merges into Engineering commissioning, a comprehensive and complex set of activities which advances the static completion of engineering services to full working order as proved by a series of final acceptance tests. The site engineer will be responsible for the client side of this. He and the hospital engineer (who should have been appointed well before the date of handover) will familiarize themselves with the engineering services so that hospital staff can be instructed in their use; the hospital engineer will prepare sets of instructions for these services incorporating those of the manufacturer when available. Because properly functioning engineering services are essential for radiology, do not support any attempts to speed up the process against the advice of the engineers.
(2) Client commissioning: This is a much longer process, undertaken by NHS staff and the subject of the rest of this section. To manage and coordinate the process, a Commissioning Team will be set up, many members coming from the Project Team; it will be led by a Commissioning Officer. In the NHS, the District or Special Health Authority will set it up, a significant step in the administrative handover of projects executed by the Regional Authority. Outside the NHS and in projects executed by the DHA, the Commissioning Team will be a direct continuation of the Project Team, the project manager often becoming the commissioning officer.
From the Design Brief, the Project Team will develop a Commissioning Brief giving the operational and implementation programmes and the budget requirements to bring the project into use: it will have to be approved by the client authority. Department managers must playa part in the development of this brief; the bigger the project, the more phases necessary during commissioning and only the future managers can assess the feasibility of each step.
Establishing a Commissioning Team
The members of the team must be practising experts and not isolated from those managing the existing services. The size of the team will vary with that of the project, the likely membership including the commissioning officer, a doctor, a nurse, the personnel officer, the project supplies officer, a works officer and a finance officer, with the project manager on an 'as required' basis. For special purposes, others will be co-opted -doctors, paramedical managers, the domestic services manager, head porter or security officer, etc. In a large project, the commissioning officer will be full-time; CommHB discusses the advantages and disadvantages of appointing the general manager designate of the new hospital or an experienced commissioning officer.
As on the Project Team, the doctor represents all medical interests and the nurse all nursing and paramedical, radiographers amongst others. Only rarely will the doctor be a radiologist unless the radiodiagnostic department is the dominant part of the scheme, in which case the superintendent radiographer may be the 'nurse'. In schemes involving many medical specialties, a medical subgroup will give the proper two-way communication between the interested doctors and the one who represents them on the commissioning team. For other special interests such as the radiodiagnostic department, working groups will be set up to take some of the load off the main team; these groups will bring together the future operational managers and those coordinating the commissioning activities, the success of the commissioning officer in leading this being vital.
Terms ofreference: ways and me'lns Suggested terms of reference for the Commissioning Team are listed in CommHB: they are 14 in number, some strictly for administrators and others of limited interest but not to be ignored completely, e.g. 'To ensure good communication with the public'. The public are very interested in X-rays and high technology so the X-ray department has an important part to play in open days; if the cost of the project has been met by public appeal, thanks need to be expressed. Public relations will be discussed in more detail in the book arising from this series. Each project is different; based on its collective experience, each Commissioning Team has to devise the methods needed to complete its terms of reference. There must be adequate secretarial and administrative support for its work. A large project room will be needed for drawings, for data sheets, for equipment lists, manuals and samples, for staffing schedules and training programmes and for the records of the Commissioning Team. It should be big enough for meetings to be held where so much data can be readily available.
Proleptic appointments can be advantageous, particularly if ultra-specialist experience is required but not available from existing staff, e.g. a new neurosurgical wing is being built but previously neurosurgery/ neuroradiology had been transferred. As always, it is best if the choice of equipment is made by the ultimate user.
The radiology department will need extra help. CommHB points out: 'Experience has shown that departmental managers often underestimate the size of their task'. It strongly advises nurse involvement in commissioning; there is no doubt that radiographer involvement is equally important for our departments. The superintendent-designate should be appointed early; if in post in the 'old' hospital, relief from current responsibilities may be given by appointing one or two extra radiographers of suitable grade who will later be absorbed into the establishment. The timing of such an appointment needs careful thought: too early means no work and wastes money; too late and some work may have been skimped. Commissioning is a process with peaks and troughs of workload; to avoid loss of interest, it may require considerable ingenuity to fill the troughs with useful work.
Radiology-specific terms of reference
These come from the general terms of CommHB and will be discussed in the book; two are:
(1) to look for those points where delays would critically affect the completion of the whole project;
(2) to assess likely running costs and to warn the DHA i!it appears that the budget will be exceeded.
Operational Systems
Operational Policies are re-written into Operational Systems. The policies are drawn up at an early stage of planning to adequately brief the architect by defining objectives and principal functions. Our one criticism of CommHB is that they suggest that outlines are adequate for policies; as we hope we have shown in article 2 (February JRSM), very detailed studies are necessary to brief the architect, but not all of the detail needs to be in the policy. The Operational Systems are derived from the policies and drawn up later to show the working methods suitable for the particular building, allowing for constraints introduced by planning decisions. In a high-technology area, allowance also has to be made for equipment advances. A detailed knowledge of operational needs is required to finalize the equipment lists and specifications; e.g. are typewriters needed in addition to the computer terminals, and if so what sort and how many? What preprinted forms are needed? Are the present request forms suitable or will some information (address, telephone number) need alteration? For job descriptions, the work of each member of staff must be known. Training of staff will require the detail of our work flow lists.
Operational Systems will be divided into management and departmental; the former determine the operation of the hospital as a whole, whilst the latter are for individual departments or services. Part of the operation of the radiodiagnostic department will be fixed from outside; for example, management systems will set the accountability of its principal officers, determine the overall medical and financial policies, the use of accommodation, the rules of 'hiring and firing'. Domestic services, supply organization, telephone system, piped gases and suction, etc., will be determined by the relevant departments. There will be freedom to evolve the radiology department system provided it remains within the imposed limits, e.g. portering services. The radiology Operational System is discussed in more detail in the book.
There may be as many as 100system manuals to be produced for a whole hospital project-a big task, but essential for the preparation of equipment lists, the fixing of the staff establishment, the integration of all departments of the hospital and the definition of responsibilities of service departments.
Developing a commissioning programme: critical path analysis To plan the work, a commissioning programme should be developed using critical path analysis (CPA) techniques; regional management services will help with these. The possible time of start of a task has to be established. Then, working back, one can see when preparatory work must be started; working forward with the task-time, the start-time of the next task can be determined. For example, if installation of diagnostic equipment can start on a particular date, manufacturers will say when orders must be placed for such a start; prior to placing orders, the equipment has to be selected, possibly with competitive tendering. The final review of options for specifications will have to begin earlier, possibly over a year before the critical date. An early start on writing the commissioning programme is essential to avoid finding a task which should have started before the analysis was made. Going forward from the start of installation, what will be the completion date? How long for training? When can patient services start? Allowing a reasonable margin for unexpected delays, when can a reliable service, with adequate back-up, be promised? Then the question, does this fit the programme of opening the hospital? If too soon, should the whole process be delayed as one does not want X.ray apparatus standing idle? Too late indicates a critical path which needs special attention. Can additional resources shorten the installation/familiarization time? Is adequate back-up the limiting factor? If the back-up room is to be installed by the same manufacturer, would a change to another be helpful (even ifit costs more) so that installations could proceed side by side?
The CPA diagram will set out the complex interdependent actions which make up the commissioning sequence. At first, times can only be intervals before or after named points, e.g. '2 weeks after Phase 1 handover'. Later, firm dates are required; when do these dates become critical? What are the limits of such dates: the time to start the final assessment of options for diagnostic equipment has a latitude of several months; placing of orders for the equipment, a few weeks; start of services, a day or so. The handover dates are the bastions of the whole commissioning programme; prediction is most needed but is also most difficult, being affected by the efficiency of the contractors, weather, failure to deliver materials on time, etc. Appendix F of CommHB lists 38 causes of delay, some quite amusing now.
The analysis will show any changes necessary if dates alter. Ifhandover is earlier than expected, what advantages will this give? If it is delayed, what actions have started? Can they be slowed? Are there consequences such as a need for temporary storage? What will be the cost of such changes? The analysis will give dates for action by departments and members of staff; with the schedules of these dates should go checklists of managerial tasks; can they be met while doing normal work? The completion of actions must be monitored, particularly if on the critical path. For remedial action, the commissioning team needs advance notice oflikely failures.
Phased schemes Phased building programmes are common. Even if the building is a single phase, the process of bringing it into service will have to be broken up into manageable blocks. The problems and the options of phasing are not always given the attention they deserve.
Before, during and after all stages, the available level of patient services must be assessed. Does this meet the needs of the patients and the staff? If not, what can be done? The 'missing' facilities may be provided by a neighbouring District or by the use of temporary accommodation, e.g, to allow A&E to open before the full radiodiagnostic department moves from the old hospital, a temporary unit might be opened in what will be the fracture clinic or in a portacabin. For how long will such temporary arrangements be necessary; is this acceptable to staff and the needs of the patient? Staff are put first; a poor environment is bad for patients but is worse for staff who have to endure it day after day. Departments must examine all plans for phasing to assess feasibility for their own service.
Problems can arise in a phased building programme if the builders are working on part of the site and patients are being treated on another part; this will be the norm for an extension or minor project. For example, temporary car parking for patients and staffwill be needed pending completion, and also temporary signposting since the only access will be via the building site. To allow for problems over access and common usage, provision must be made in the contract for use of the lifts, responsibility for security, etc.
Clinical colleagues must be fully informed of any changes and/or gaps in the service, the latter being likely if specialized equipment is to be transferred. The local GPs should be told what is available, what is not and when it will be.
Closures
As new hospitals open, it is inevitable that others will close or undergo a radical change of use, for which the DHA, with advice from the Project Team and the hospital staff, will arrange a programme which matches that ofthe opening(s). When the closures are decided, it will be necessary to go through each room and list every item in it, marking it for transfer, for sale or for scrap, noting when it will become available, allowing for the time when the old rooms are the back-up for the new and may have to be re-opened. Equipment for transfer or for disposal may need to be temporarily stored elsewhere, the quality of storage necessary varying with the equipment's future and its robustness. Maintenance contracts must be cancelled or amended.
Records must be transferred or destroyed. Most X·rays will be transferred, but some old films might go for disposal a few months early. Recent staff and financial records will be transferred but older ones will be shredded; what will be the dividing line? Other aspects of closure will be for the administrators, e.g. security to prevent vandalism, maintenance of plumbing and heating services.
Equipment
Commissioning includes the purchase and placing into position of all equipment including that for imaging; such is the importance of the latter that Xvray staff regard this part of commissioning as being separate (see article 9, September JRSM).
Staff
The numbers of staff have to be agreed, not only for normal running but also for all phases. To meet service needs, the arrangements may be very inefficient at times, e.g. out-of-hours cover for more than one site. Individual jobs have to be defined, job descriptions written, and a recruitment programme organized which takes account of the needs of each phase, the transfer of existing staff and the time needed for training. Arrangements for this training, and for familiarization with the rest of the hospital, must also be made. While doing all this, there will be many jobs which appear minor but where failure can be very embarrassing; for example, long before anyone is recruited and size known, staff uniforms have to be ordered in adequate numbers for all possibilities.
Staffing levels
A detailed assessment of staffing needs should be based on whole-time equivalents (WTE). Data from management service studies and accepted average levels will be important, but a better guide is knowing the staff required for existing workloads and adding allowance for improved facilities and/or increased population. Having reached the total in WTE, look at the likely ratio of full-time to part-time; from a planning point of view, the latter need more changing accommodation and car park space.
Staffaffected by closures
The DHA must have a clear policy on staff transfers and redundancy. As imaging is expanding, vacancies are more likely than redundancies. From comparison of the new and old staffing levels, job security may be obvious to you, but unless care is taken to make this Journal of the Royal Society of Medicine Volume 80 October 1987 643 clear to each member of staff, there will be anxiety; even after making it clear, it will need to be repeated regularly until the staff changes are complete. When arranging transfers, make sure each person is fully informed and has a clear programme so that they know where they are to work on any particular day; also that travel facilities will be available for the journeys.
Having satisfied your own staff, discuss vacancies with others, e.g. a receptionist vacancy in your new department may be suitable for a clerk from a chest clinic which is closing.
Recruitment
To compile a programme of recruiting, the staffestablishment is examined at all grades, noting the posts for transferred staff and for new; note also the timing of transfer to ensure there are enough staff for all departments at all phases. For job descriptions and advertisements to be correctly written, decide if some new staff should start in the old department. Estimate how quickly staff can be recruited; it may be necessary to employ some earlier than really wanted to have enough for the start of services. The imminent opening of a new hospital is likely to increase the workload at the old, particularly if cornpletion of the contract is delayed but enthusiastic new consultants have already joined the staff. As overstaffing of the old department may be essential to cope with the extra load, allow for this in the recruiting programme and consider carefully whether recruiting should be deferred ifhandover is delayed. The cost of the recruiting programme must be assessed; give early warning if going outside the cost limits and request additional money for the optimal programme. Commuting patterns and residential accommodation influence recruiting and are discussed further in the book.
With a large project, there will be such a rapid expansion of staff that the personnel department will be overloaded; they will welcome help from departments when it comes to specialist staff, e.g. radiographers. Ifa procedure can be agreed, it may be helpful for both sides if the superintendent can organize the radiographer recruiting, but it is essential to adhere strictly to the agreed procedure; failure to do so can sour relations for a long time.
If there is a School of Radiography, its relation to staffrecruitment needs to be assessed. Is the output of the school the main source of trained staff? Will there be an adequate increase in the intake of the School? How soon should that increase occur? It may be necessary to increase the intake long before the new hospital opens in order to have a balanced trained staff/student ratio at opening.
Job descriptions
In writing these, information will be needed about the locality and the available services; there should be a template written by the personnel department giving comprehensive information from which unnecessary parts can be deleted. Ifa template is not available, a list of headings can be found in CommHB. The job-specific parts can be adapted from the equivalent positions in the old department, modified to fit in with the new Operational System. Starting dates, salaries, outline duty rotas, etc., are added.
Training
For most new developments, there will be a programme of induction seminars for all staff; those of different departments can meet each other at a time when it is as important to do this as it is to learn the new job. Conducted tours will help orientation as few will know their way about. To train the juniors, senior staff will need early familiarization with the new hospital.
Because of their basic training, most radiographers are flexible and will quickly adapt to the new environment and apparatus. If the Operational System is the 'same as before', transferred staff will only need familiarization with the new environment but new officestaff will need more training, for which at least one of the officestaff must be very familiar with the department and its Operational System. A receptionist with no previous NHS experience may need several weeks to become accustomed to the complex job of dealing with the public.
Some staff may be promoted and need training for their new job, perhaps a management course at the local College of Further Education; the release of staff and the cost of the course can make it expensive, but it is worthwhile if a good manager is produced.
Approaching handover
Remember the points about site access in article 2 (February JRSM); as opening approaches the pressure for site visits will increase, but without permission these constitute trespassing right up to eve of handover. If you do visit, do not discuss any worry or dissatisfaction with the builder or his employees: if you say anything, you may have made a verbal contract and be liable for its cost! Discuss worries with the commissioning officer.
Final snagging: The clerk of works will prepare a 'snag list' -those items not completed to specification; he will try hard to clear this list before handover as any remaining items are likely to be left until the end of the defects liability period. He may need advice on identifying items that render the building unsuitable for handover. It is the architect alone who can declare that the building is not complete: he may grant an extension of the contract period and he makes all decisions on claims for extra money for this; the contractor may support his claim by blaming the staff of clients for interfering with his work programme.
Engineering Commissioning: As already mentioned, this is a complex programme including acceptance tests; it is of such importance to imaging as to justify a reminder.
Handover
Apart from a few small projects, the architect will be the only person authorized to carry out the final inspection and to certify completion; only after this will the builder hand over ownership to the Health Authority. Present, as well as the architect, will be representatives of the contractor, the building authority (the RHA for large projects) and the client authority (the DHA/SHA which will manage the building) amongst whose representatives will be the Commissioning Team. Also handed over should be the keys, the operational manuals and the record drawings, i.e. scale plans, elevations and sections, block plans showing drainage runs and connections to sewers and 'as fitted' drawings of mechanical and electrical services; the transfer of the drawings is not always given due attention and later non-availability can be unfortunate.
Defects liability period
The contractor is required to make good, at his own expense, any defects which appear during this period if they are due to materials or workmanship not in accordance with the contract -usually 6 months for building work and 12 for engineering. The architect must provide a schedule of defects and deliver it to the contractor within 14days of the expiration ofthe period. It is important for all users in the hospital to look for defects during this period and to report them to the head of the department, who should maintain a list to pass to the architect in good time for him to prepare his schedule for the contractor. If any defects require urgent attention, the architect should be informed (via the commissioning officer or the hospital engineer); he has the power to issue, if necessary, an instruction to the contractor to remedy a defect before the end of the period. The day of handover is the start of the defect liability period; do not start any alteration of the building during this period without the approval of the architect, for such could be used by the contractor to escape his liabilities.
From handover to operating Before handover, there should be arranged a programme of (1) starting dates for installation of fixed equipment and for placing into position the movable apparatus, with deadlines for completion; (2)proof of equipment being operational; (3) when facilities will be ready to cope with increasing workloads as more wards and departments open. As it will be impossible to open everything at once, there may be more time available than first appears, but make sure there is always adequate reserve because apparatus usually gives more trouble in its first six months than in the next six years. This programme must be carefully monitored and the Commissioning Team informed of any delays likely to affect other people. It is better to inform early and have a few problems that right themselves, than to allow the start of phases for which service cannot be provided.
Patients
The programme for the start of patient examinations and subsequent working up to full operation must match the opening of other parts of the hospital. It is essential to have a period when the department is open for modest numbers so that the necessary experience can be gained before being faced with the fracture clinic hordes or a succession of very ill patients. Walking GP patients are very suitable for this experience, but access can be difficult before other parts of the hospi tal are open; special signposting may be required, possibly with 'blocks' on some corridors to prevent access to dangerous areas or those where there are easily transportable stores, e.g. bedding. The warming-up period will help eliminate equipment and other bugs before the department is fully operational.
Reviews ofpolicy
After the department has been handed over, the anatomy can be studied properly and related to the operating intentions. The operational policy/system should be reviewed again: the system now adopted will be the one on which the department opens. Some points to look at are (1) resuscitation and other emergency procedures; (2) smoking policy, ashtrays and notices; (3) the relationship with the heads of other departments such as the ward sisters, the domestic services manager, the unit supplies officer; (4) signposting: walk round the department and its approaches and assess adequacy (the needs were discussed in previous articles in March, April, and July issues of JRSM).
Final preparation
Between handover and opening, the following have to be done; they will be discussed in more detail in the book arising from this series.
(1) Checkfireprecautions and security arrangements.
(2) Check that all equipmentin Groups 1 & 2 is in position and worksproperly.
(3) Supervise delivery and installation of equipment in Groups3 & 4;  this includes the diagnostic equipment; also supervisedeliveryof the consumables and checkquality. (4) Lookcarefullyto seeifanything ismissing, either not on lists or just not done. (5) Finalizestaff recruiting, training and familiarization. (6) Withdummy runs and later trial runs with patients, test the workingofthe departmentbeforefull opening. (7) Holdregular staff meetings to discussproblems. (8) Consider alteration schemes which may have become necessarywith the passageof timefromplanning. (9) As noted in the section on the defect liability period, look out for buildingdefectsand keep a record of all those reported.
As the day of the first patient gets close, check the department carefully. Can the safety of the patient be assured? Can a satisfactory service be guaranteed?
Do not open the department if it is not ready.
SERVICES OUTSIDE THE DEPARTMENT
HBN6 (para 2.13) recommends centralization of departments as far as possible and we endorse this. However, to meet patients' needs, some facilities will be necessary outside the department; these can be divided into those provided by fixed apparatus and those by mobiles/portables.
Fixed apparatus
This type of apparatus will be needed for several purposes discussed in earlier articles: 3rd (special subsidiary departments), 7th (special procedures rooms) and 8th (CT, MRI, DVI). The planning requirements for the rooms are generally similar to those in the main department; some special requirements were discussed in the previous articles, but these projects are often one-off designs to meet particular needs. Fixed units may be in the theatres but they are not widely popular. Up to 3 tubes can be energized from one generator; even with multiple theatres available, there will be problems in arranging the lists. Other problems are downtime for failures and maintenance, and the loss of sterility by work on apparatus. Being more flexible, mobiles are usually preferred (see HEqN6, para 25.5).
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Floors: As mentioned in article 4 (April JRSM), floors and duct covers must be strong enough for the heavy wheel-loading of mobile X-ray apparatus; floors should be flat to facilitate movement and reduce the risk of damage.
Power supply: Standard mobiles require special power supplies from dedicated plugs; sometimes there are low impedance mains so that the ordinary power supply can be used, but this may impose output limitations on the unit. For further discussion, see para 5.61 of HBN6; this refers to HTM 7 para 185 (HMSO). There are now portables (e.g. Picker Explorer) with two sets of batteries, one to give power movement, the other to energise the X-ray tube; battery output is converted to high frequency AC, transformed to the required voltage and re-rectified. The high frequency gives a nearly constant output with a consequent short exposure time: no mains connection is needed at the time of X-ray as many exposures can be made on one battery charge; re-charging is from any 13amp plug. Cost is 50% more than ordinary portables but this is offset by the saving on electrical wiring. Condenser discharge mobiles (much the same cost as the battery ones) also eliminate the need for high quality mains but can make only a few exposures before needing are-charge.
Distribution: Specific units, both mobile X-ray units and mobile image intensifiers, will be permanently allocated to the theatres, ITU (perhaps a cardiac unit also), the special care baby unit and the A&E department; parking bays must be provided. Whilst these areas are not our domain, we are responsible for the equipment.
Several units will be for use in the wards, the number and location depending on hospital layout. There may be one or more in the main department as back-up for other mobiles, to serve adjacent wards and departments and also as back-up for the major units.
Mobile parking bay: Article 8 (August JRSM) dealt with the one in the main department; there should be a similar bay in each of the places with allocated units plus others suitably sited around the hospital for the ward units. Each bay will need a power supply for battery charging plus, security permitting, lead apron racks.
Mobile image intensifiers: Advice on selection is given in paragraphs 18.1 to 18.4.2of HEqN6. In para 26.11 of HEqN6, 3 such units are listed for departments of 2-7 rooms and 4 for 8 rooms and over. They will be in theatre and A&E for orthopaedic and other purposes. Special mobile intensifiers may be needed in the cardiac unit for cardiac pacing.
Portable units: These are small units of lower power capable of being dismantled for transport outside the hospital. They may be used in a satellite hospital without its own X-ray facilities, for a domiciliary X-ray service or as back-up to the mobiles of smaller hospitals. These units must have storage space assigned to them; usually a corner in one of the mobile parking bays is sufficient.
EPILOGUE
Have a party. The official one will be the Grand Opening Ceremony held later when all will be working smoothly, but the project was a long hard road and you deserve a real party, so arrange your own, invite the people closely involved and show them your appreciation. Also the new staff can meet some of those who worked on the planning and development. These articles have been a long hard road and we shall have a party! Our advice Make your needs clear to yourself at the start; if you do not know them, you cannot pass them on to others. Communication is the biggest problem of planning: have the questions been understood? Have the answers been stated clearly? Have they been absorbed?
In planning you are part of a true multidisciplinary team. They need leading, and you are the one to do that as you know about the end-needs. Generally, the rest of the team will react well to your lead because you are the end-user. A project should never be an end in itself, though this is more likely if there is a lack of leadership; show your enthusiasm for the end product.
Not all the planners know as much as you do. Everybody thinks they can 'do planning' but, in the NHS at least, there are too few dedicated planners; if you had one, you were lucky. Too much is left to people who are 'doing planning' because it is a step on the road to the top -high flyers out to learn all about it in 3 years; a real high flyer will learn fast enough to avoid landing you in the mire, but will he have contributed positively? Planning ought to be more highly rated in the NHS.
You have fought for it, you have got it, now make it work.
We close by paraphrasing a sentence written by John Hoare in the Foreword to Commissioning Hospital Buildings (1981) .
'Theseries is not presumedbyany ofus to beholywrit, or the ultimatemessageaboutplanning: webelieveonlythat it has a great deal to offerthe managerfacedwith a practical task becauseit is based on the work ofothers who have planned and learned.' Acknowledgments: Our sincere thanks go to those involved in the re-writing of DHSS Health Building Note 6, particularly Peter Vahl and DougWield.
(All correspondence to DJM at Frimley Park Hospital, Camberley, Surrey GU16 5UJ. Reprints are not available.)
